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Recruiting



Relationship between interview 
techniques and employee success
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Modelling employee performance

• Identify employee traits that lead to high 
performance

• Look for these traits in job candidates

Input observations Key outputs

Demographics
Educational background
Professional background
Skills
Etc.

Performance measures
Likelihood to leave
Likelihood to get promoted
Other key outcomes
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Side bar: Statistical Models

People Analytics: Recruiting

A generalization of the relationship between 
input variables and output variables



Optimize resume screening

• Use historical hiring data to 
identify resume traits that 
correlate with a job offer

• Eliminates unconscious biases

People Analytics: Recruiting

Input observations Key outputs

Resume characteristics Likelihood of offer



Pairing individuals with right roles

• Department of Defence and others created 
profile of a typical employee with high 
likelihood of succeeding in particular roles

• Used these profiles to match prospective 
employees to the right role

• Use Case: promotions
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Performance Management



Process vs. Outcome

• Companies emphasizing how an employee 
does her job vs. what she does

• Measuring processes becomes more 
important when employees have less control 
over environment
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Process vs. Outcome
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Process vs. Outcome

Identify and track which processes lead to key 
outcomes 

Department Outcomes Processes

Digital Releasing bug-free 
features

Number of JIRA issues 
closed
Number of bugs reported

Advertising Increase sales Meeting with clients
Creating proposals
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Crowdsourcing

• Multiple sources of feedback 
to get complete picture of an 
employee’s performance

– E.g., 360 evaluations, peer 
evaluations (TapMyBack)

• Caveat: reviews need to be 
independent
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Frequent Reviews

• Companies replacing annual reviews with real 
time feedback and forward coaching

• More data allows for more reliable results 
and better analytical capabilities
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Providing Context

“Don’t confuse brains in a bull market”
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Team vs. Individual

• Recognizing teamwork is 
involved

• As companies become more 
team-centric, companies 
focusing on individual’s 
contribution to the team

• Ideally, observe individual in 
different team settings
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Collaboration
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Collaboration Networks (CN)

Network Characteristics

• Size

• Strength

• Density

• Range

• Centrality
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Applications of CNs

• Performance management

• Pay and promotion

• Roles and responsibilities

• Training and mentoring
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Identifying processes that lead to 
business outcomes

…and measuring them in performance reviews
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Redistribute workload

…to reduce work on over utilized individuals
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Increase network resiliency

…by connecting isolated individuals
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Reducing collaboration inefficiencies

…by identifying ineffective collaborators
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Where to get this data?

• Surveys

• Calendars

• Emails

• Slack

• Jira
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Why people leave
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Strategies for reducing turnover

People Analytics: Turnover & Retention
Allen, Bryant, Vardaman (2010)



Many paths to turnover
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Modelling attrition

People Analytics: Turnover & Retention
Allen, Bryant, Vardaman (2010)

• US insurance company collected data to 
identify traits of at-risk employees

• Employees with long periods between 
promotions and low-performing managers 
most likely to leave

• Intervention: development opportunities and 
training for managers



Summary

•Models to streamline hiring and optimize employee successRecruiting

•Process vs Outcome

•Wisdom of crowds

•Frequent feedback

•Team vs Individual

Performance 
Management

•Identify key processes

•Redistribute workload

•Increase network resiliency

•Reducing collaboration inefficiencies

Collaboration

•People don’t quit because of pay

•Other factors involved that are unique to a company and/or teamTurnover
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